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Abstract. In this paper, we studied range-based attacks on links in
geographically constrained scale-free networks and found that there is a
continuous switching of roles of short- and long-range attacks on links when
tuning the geographical constraint strength. Our results demonstrate that the
geography has a significant impact on the network efficiency and security; thus
one can adjust the geographical structure to optimize the robustness and the
efficiency of the networks. We introduce a measurement of the impact of links
on the efficiency of the network, and an effective attacking strategy is suggested.

Much attention has been directed to the study of small-world networks since Watts and Strogatz
(WS) introduced their famous model [1]. This model is constructed from a sparse regular
network by rewiring a small fraction of links at random. Watts [2] also introduced the concept of
rangeto characterize different types of links: therangeof a link l i j connecting nodesi and j is
defined as the length of the shortest path between nodesi and j in the absence ofl i j . Typically,
local connections are short-range links but rewired connections are long-range links. The WS
model is more sensitive to attacks on long-range links connecting nodes that would otherwise
be separated by a long shortest path. This is not true for many scale-free networks. Motter
et al [3] showed that short-range links, rather than long-range ones are the vital ones for efficient
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communication between nodes in these networks. Gonget al [4] gave an analytical argument to
this observation in the case of random scale-free (RSF) networks.

To study range-based attacks on links in complex networks, we consider theefficiencyof
the network, which is defined as [5]:

E =
2

N(N − 1)

∑ 1

di j
, (1)

where di j is the length of the shortest path between the node pair(i, j ), the sum over all
N(N − 1)/2 pairs of nodes. Theefficiencyof a network is a measure of how efficiently
it exchanges information, and it has a finite value even for a disconnected network. The
fundamental difference betweenE and 1/D (D is the expected diameter of the network) is
that E is the efficiency of a parallel system, where all the nodes in the network concurrently
exchange packets of information (such as all the systems in [1], for example), while 1/D
measures the efficiency of a sequential system (i.e. only one packet of information goes along
the network) [5]. Consider the linkl i j , there areL(i, j ) (L(i, j ) is theload of l i j ) pairs of nodes
whose shortest path passesl i j . When removingl i j , the distance between those node pairs has
an increment ofR(i, j ) − 1 on average (R(i, j ) is therangeof l i j ), thus the decrement of the
efficiencyis approximately:

1E ≈
2

N(N − 1)

∑
(m,n)

(
1

dmn + R(i, j ) − 1
−

1

dmn

)
≈

2

N(N − 1)

∑
(m,n)

R(i, j ) − 1

(dmn + R(i, j ) − 1)dmn

∼
2(R(i, j ) − 1)L(i, j )

D(D − R(i, j ))N(N − 1)
, (2)

where the sum is over all the node pairs whose shortest length increases as a result of the
removal ofl i j . Theload of a link is defined as the number of shortest paths passing through this
link [6, 7]. WhenD is much greater thanR(i, j ), the above equation can be rewritten as

1E ∼
2(R(i, j ) − 1)L(i, j )

D2N(N − 1)
. (3)

We denote the product(R− 1)L as1E∗. Thus1E∗ is a natural measurement to characterize the
impact of a link on theefficiency: if 1E∗ has a negative correlation withrange, then short-range
attacks are more destructive; and if1E∗ has a positive correlation withrange, then long-range
attacks are more destructive.

For the WS model, most links are local connections, having a shortrange and a small
load, while a few links are rewired links, having a longrangeand a largeload. There is a clear
positive correlation betweenload andrange, thus1E∗ has a positive correlation withrange.
As a result, long-range attacks are more destructive for the WS model.

For many RSF networks, short-range links tend to link together nodes with high degree,
and these links are expected to be passed through by a large number of shortest paths. Thus
high load is associated mainly with short-range links [3]. The relation betweenL and R, and
the according relation between1E∗ and R are plotted in figure1. From figure1, we can see
1E∗ has a negative correlation withR, which indicates that for RSF networks, short-range
attacks are more destructive.
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Figure 1. Averagedload and1E∗ as a function ofrangefor the RSF networks
with λ = 3, N = 5000, minimal degreek0 = 3 and maximal degreekm = 500.
The data ofrange–load is from [3], and the averaged1E∗ is computed by us
based on their data directly.

Since many real networks, e.g. the Internet and power grids etc, exist in two- or three-
dimensional physical spaces, it is natural to study the geographical complex networks, and this
has attracted much attention recently [8]–[19]. In this paper, we consider how the geography
influences the efficiency of a network. Here, a weighted lattice embedded scale-free (WLESF)
network model is considered [17]. The WLESF network is generated as follows: (i) a lattice
with periodic boundary conditions of sizeL × L is assumed, upon which networks will be
embedded; (ii) for each node an integerk is assigned as the largest degree it could have, keeping
in mind that the distribution ofk is a power law function:P(k) ∼ k−λ, k06 k6 km; (iii) a node
is randomly selected (say,i , with degreeki ) from the lattice, then according to a Gaussian
weight function fi (r ) = De−(r/A

√
ki )

2
, it selects other nodes (say,j ) and establishes a connection

between them ifj ’s quota is not filled yet and there exists no previous connection betweeni
and j , until its degree quotaki is filled or until it has tried 1/ fi (3Ri ) times; (iv) the process
is repeated throughout all the nodes on the lattice. The normalization constantD, defined by∫

∞

1 dr 2π fi (r ) = 1, is(π A2ki )
−1e1/A2ki , andRi = A×

√
ki , serves as the characteristic radius of

the region that nodei can almost freely connect. In this model, the cutoff parameterA controls
the strength of geographical constrains. We plot the distribution ofrangefor WLESF networks
with A = 1, 2 and 20 in figure2, and the clustering coefficientC as a function ofA in the inset
of figure 2. From this figure, we can see that for smallA, most links are localized, and the
networks have a large clustering coefficient and a small averagerange, similar to the WS model
other than the degree distribution. For largeA, the networks have a small clustering coefficient
and a large averagerange, like a RSF network [20]. Figure2 shows the case ofλ = 3.5, other
cases have the same behavior.
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Figure 2. Distribution of range P(R) for WLESF networks withλ = 3.5, k0 =

6, km = 500, N = 10 000. Inset: clustering coefficientC as a function ofA for
the same network. The quantities in the right figure are normalized by that of the
corresponding RSF network.

The aim of this paper is to investigate explicitly the impact of the geographical constraints
by analyzing the range-based attacks on scale-free networks. The studying of attacks on
complex networks has been an issue for a long time [21]–[24]. Attack here is defined as the
deliberate removal of a subset of selected links. We do both short- and long-range attacks
on links in WLESF networks for different values ofλ and A. For short-range attacks, links
with shorterrangesare removed first; for long-range attacks, links with longerrangesare
removed first. In both cases, the choice among links with the samerangeis made at random. We
measure theefficiencyof the network as links are successively removed, and plot theefficiency
(normalized by its initial value) as a function of the fraction of removed links in figure3. For a
wide range ofλ, as shown in figures3(b)–(e) forλ = 2.95, 3.0, 3.5 and 5.0, respectively, short-
range attacks are more destructive when the geographical constraints are weak (A = 20 for
illustration). As the geographical constraints become stronger, long-range attacks become more
vital (A = 1 for illustration). Here, we only show some typical values ofA as illustrations. In
fact, the roles of attacks on short- and long-range links switch continuously as the geographical
constraints vary continuously. And there is a critical valueAc for which short- and long-range
attacks have identical destructive effects on the network.Ac for networks with differentλ are
listed in table1. Whenλ is sufficiently small or large, long-range attacks are always more
destructive, and there is noAc in our simulations.

The above results can be understood in the following. When the geographical constraints
are strong, the system is composed of a number of clusters, where nodes within each cluster are
densely connected, but the linkage among the clusters is sparse [17]. The long-range links
are those linking different clusters while the short-range links are within individual clusters,
thus long-range links play a key role for the efficiency of the system. When the geographical
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Figure 3. Normalizedefficiencyfor short- (S) and long-range (L) attacks as a
function of the fraction of removed edges in WLESF networks withk0 = 6, km =

500, N = 10 000 and different values ofλ: (a) 2.5, (b) 2.95, (c) 3.0, (d) 3.5,
(e) 5.0 and (f)∞. Each data is averaged over 100 realizations.

Table 1. Critical value of geographical constraintsAc for WLESF networks with
different values ofλ.

λ 2.5 2.95 3.0 3.5 5.0 ∞

Ac None 2.5 2.56 1.95 2.8 None

constraints are weak, the system is approximately a RSF network. Short-range links tend to link
together highly connected nodes, while long-range links tend to connect nodes with very few
links. Thus, short-range links are more important than the long-range links for the efficiency of
the network. A quantitive confirmation can been seen from the relation between1E∗ and R.
We plot theL − R and1E∗

− R relations in figure4. From this figure, we can see that for
WLESF networks, when geographical constraints are weak, bothL and1E∗ have a negative
correlation withR, meaning that short-range links is associated mainly with highload, and
contribute to the efficiency of the network more than long-range links associated mainly with
low load. When geographical constraints increase, the correlation between1E∗ andR becomes
positive, meaning long-rangelinks contribute more to the efficiency of the network, similar to
the WS model.

Two exceptions occur for networks with sufficiently small or large values ofλ, for which
long-range attacks are always more destructive when changing the geographical constraints. In
figures3(a) and (f), we show the results forλ = 2.5 andλ = ∞, respectively. The two exceptions
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Figure 4. Averagedload (left panel) and average1E∗ (right panel) as a function
of rangefor WLESF networks withA = 1, 2 and 20. All the parameters are the
same as in figure2.

in the case of RSF networks are reported by Motteret al [3]. For networks with small values
of λ, there is a densely connected subnetwork of nodes with large connectivity; thus there are so
many redundant short-range connections that the removal of one will not increase the average
shortest path to a great extent. For networks with large values ofλ, switching of the roles of
short- and long-range attacks is caused by the homogenization of the network, where all the
nodes have approximately the same connectivity, thus links with higher load are precisely those
between distant nodes, i.e. those with larger range [3]. For WLESF networks with sufficiently
small or large value ofλ, our results suggest that geographical constraints make long-range links
even more important than those in RSF networks.

In summary, we discuss range-based attacks on links in geographically constrained
networks, and show that when geographical constraints are weak, short-range attacks are more
destructive, and when geographical constraints increase, long-range links become more and
more vital. Our results demonstrate that geography has a significant impact on the efficiency
and robustness of complex networks. Based on the analysis in [4], we introduce a quantity
1E∗ in this paper, which give a reasonable measure of the impact of links on theefficiencyof the
network, thus one may design a1E∗-based attacking strategy, which should be more effective
for both WS models and RSF networks. Our results may be instructive for both construction
and destruction of complex networks.
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